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This year’s New American Remodel draws inspiration from a variety 

of mid-century modern architects. Originally designed by Frank Lloyd 

Wright protégé, Roger Allen Leibin, the home was set on multiple 

levels, creating separate living spaces. When designing for the New 

American Remodel, the team wanted to keep the homes design 

foundation, but update it for the modern family. The new design takes 

cues from famed architect and founder of the Sarasota Modernist 

Movement, Paul Rudolph – embracing cubed structural elements  

and capturing the outdoors from every floor.  

There were several structural challenges that were present in the 

original build. The overall building envelope was failing, the roof was 

sagging, and the varying ceiling heights throughout presented an  

exciting puzzle for E2 Homes to solve. The goal of the build was to 

keep the integrity of the home intact, while enhancing the views of 

the lake and opening up the floor plan.  Through some very unique 

tactics, such as lowering slabs and incorporating ceiling details, the 

home now features large spacious rooms with higher ceilings,  

allowing for expansive views on all floors. 

The 2021 New American Remodel boasts over 6,459 square feet of 

living space, including a separate 875 square foot cabana with a yoga 

studio, office, kitchen and a bedroom. The open, multi-level floor 

plan, features six bedrooms, six full bathrooms and one half bathroom, 

seamless indoor and outdoor living spaces separated by large  

LaCANTINA sliding glass or folding glass doors, a lanai with a gourmet 

summer kitchen, a large pool and spa with a kids splash pad, and a 

mid-century inspired modern dock with a hydraulic platform lift. 

One of the biggest features of the remodel are the enhanced views 

of Lake Sue. The original home had solid wood exterior railings and 

large trees blocking the views of both the house and lake.  Updated 

landscaping and expansive folding glass doors allow for lakefront 

views on the entire second floor and the majority of the home.

In addition to the structural challenges of the project, the building  

envelope had several energy inefficiencies. During the initial testing 

phase performed by Two Trails, Inc.,  it was determined the home was 

one of the worst performing homes to date for a New American  

Remodel—with a HERS Index of 147. This means the home was 47% 

less efficient than the average new code-built home.  Upon completion, 

the 2021 New Remodel exceeded the requirements of the National 

Green Building Standards and has a HERS Index rating of -11. 

In addition, to being EPA ENERGY STAR and Indoor airPLUS rated,  

the home will incorporate high-efficiency LG solar panels to power  

its electrical systems, which are projected to provide 100 percent of 

the annual energy needs for the home. In an effort to reduce water 

consumption, low flow plumbing fixtures from Kohler, an on-demand 

hot water recirculation system, drought tolerant landscaping and 

artificial turf were incorporated into the design. 

While the home is highly technical on an energy and sustainability 

front, the design of this year’s New American Remodel stays true to its 

original form, bridging the gap between old and new. This home is a 

true example of how one can breathe new life into what was already a 

modern masterpiece, while updating it for the modern family. 

THE NEW 
AMERICAN 
REMODEL 
2021

TNARH.com     •     7
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AFTER
Following eight grueling months of  
renovations, this innovative lakefront  
masterpiece was completed. E2 Homes 
worked tirelessly to achieve key milestones 
while staying true to the original design of 
the property. The New American Remodel 
2021, a 7,769-square-foot luxury  
exhibition home, is complete with six  
bedrooms, six baths with one half-bath,  
a summer kitchen, a fully furnished  
cabana and an outdoor entertaining  
area with a lanai.

BEFORE
The property at 3260 Lake Shore Dr.,  
originally built  in 1983, drew inspiration 
from Frank Lloyd Wright –  a founder of 
organic architecture. The various ceiling 
heights, structural ailments and odd angles 
presented an incredible challenge for E2 
Homes to solve. A complete renovation of 
the interior and exterior was required to 
demonstrate a sustainable vision that  
ncorporates current trends in the  
remodeling industry.  
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ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
E2 Homes executed a complete renovation that transformed a dated property into an innovative masterpiece, exhibiting unique  
design concepts and current trends. The consistent sense of balance and symmetry throughout the home is a stark contrast from 
the variety of angles and ceiling heights the original property. The character of the home’s interior was enhanced with Ripiano 
Eclipse stone from Environmental StoneWorks in the great room above the refinished fireplace. 

The comprehensive remodel incorporates the latest green and sustainable building materials, products and construction methods to 
reduce its impact on the environment and provide high-quality living for its occupants. Aging-in-place features throughout this renovated 
exhibition home add to its timelessness and longevity. The 6,459 sq. ft. of living space has been designed to integrate multi-generational 
living, combining an inviting layout with elegant style and unconventional interiors that blur the lines between indoor-outdoor living styles. 
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The New American Remodel’s outdoor living area is well designed and equipped for contemporary living and entertaining guests.  
A seamless transition between indoor and outdoor environments is made possible with beautiful sliding glass doors from  
LaCANTINA that completely reveal the alluring swimming pool and outdoor entertainment area.

The outdoor kitchen is an extension of the living space, expanding culinary amenities and enhancing social occasions. The  
well-crafted outdoor kitchen cabinetry from Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens blends an innovative design, complete with an  
array of exclusive door styles and layouts. The Pergola X structure from StruXure provides unmatched functionality with superior 
quality and state-of-the-art technology. The cabana serves as a supplemental, fully functioning living space, providing shelter for 
relaxation and dining with a glorious poolside view. 

StruXure Outdoor
PERGOLA

StruXure’s Pergola X has  
technology to open, close, and  

pivot to accommodate any private 
event and provide shelter during 

inclement weather in Florida.

Phantom Screens
MOTORIZED SCREENS

From increasing your privacy  
to creating a climate-controlled  
space, these motorized screens  

create the perfect transitional living  
space to entertain guests. The fabric  

can block out over 80% of UV rays  
entering the property.

Danver 
OUTDOOR KITCHENS

This beautiful set displays a unique 
style that matches the lakeside  

renovation. Danver stainless steel  
outdoor kitchen cabinets are  

specifically designed and engineered 
for the outdoors.

 

OUTDOOR LIVING
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LaCANTINA
DOORS
LaCANTINA’s Aluminum  
Thermally Controlled folding,  
sliding, multi slide, and pocketing  
systems present a complete and  
consistent door package.

Jeld-Wen
WINDOWS & DOORS
The 45 Siteline windows  
are constructed with  
JELD-WEN-exclusive AuraLast  
pine, which helps resist termites,  
wood rot, and water damage.

Vintageview 
MODERN WINE RACKING

The Evolution Wine Wall creates  
an industrial chic architectural  
feature in residential wine rooms.  
Off-the-wall mounting provides a versatile 
design enhancement for the home.

Environmental  
StoneWorks 
RIPIANO PANELS

The Ripiano Stone Veneer is made  
of clean and simple lines that blend  
with the calming, simple design for the 
home. The various hues and elegant 
shapes complement the interior design, 
exuding tranquility.

The interior was designed with a focus on enhancing the  
connection to the outside, through improved views of the lake  
and easy access to the numerous entertaining spaces. — THE BUILDER

INTERIOR DESIGN  The New American Remodel exhibits a consistent sense of symmetry and 

balance, magnified by an open floor plan with striking focal points. The great room exhibits a radiant fireplace, providing an eco-friendly 

heating environment with enhanced energy efficiency. This innovative railing system features a modern, linear appearance allowing 

for unobstructed views while beautifying the home with its simple elegance. The Elvoron Home Elevators from Garaventa Lift are 

designed to be smooth with premium 3-speed sliding doors and fixtures for style, safety, convenience and quality. Intuition and creativity 

influenced this two-story masterpiece.

The unique door hardware demonstrates high-quality finishes that are resistant to weather, ensuring the lustrous appearance 

 is everlasting. This hardware brings warmth and comfort to the room. The interior doors offer a unique stacked rail design and 

modern interpretations of panel doors. These original custom-stain grade doors display innovative patterns that exhibit flexibility  

and endless options for creativity.
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Signature  
Kitchen Suite
APPLIANCES
With a full suite of built-in  
luxury appliances, a perfect  
blend of  innovation, precision and  
purposeful design is on full display.

Wellborn
CABINETS
The Aspire Cabinetry is a  
full access frameless brand  
that includes wood, decorative  
aminate textured veneers and matt 
gloss, acrylic doors supporting an 
increasing trend of modern design.

Eaton 
OUTLETS
These outlets provide a USB  
port for ease of use to charge 
devices conveniently. The light  
on these devices make it easier 
to use during the evening.

Omega Flex 
GAS PIPING

CounterStrike® CSST has been 
designed with a proprietary  
jacket material that has energy 
dissipating properties that  
protect the stainless-steel  
pressure liner as well as other  
fuel gas system components.

LG Hausys 
COUNTERTOPS

The Arion slab contains a 
cool gray hue with short 
white veins, capturing the 
translucency seen in  
natural stone.

 

Kohler
SINKS AND FAUCETS
These lustrous faucets  
exhibit a sleek design with  
a pull-down sprayhead and 
hands-free operation  
displaying versatility.

CULINARY SHOWCASE This once-cramped kitchenette was completely  
redesigned and renovated to become a spacious showcase of leading-edge Signature Kitchen Suite appliances, Kohler plumbing  
fixtures and Wellborn cabinetry. The state-of-the-art appliances from Signature Kitchen Suite provide the perfect blend of  
innovation, precision and purposeful design. The quartz countertop surfaces from LG Hausys offer a dimensional finish that rivals  
the naturally occurring radiance found in the alluring mica mineral. 
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BEDROOMS + BATHS The master suite was redesigned to meet today’s standards in 

technology and design, while providing an ideal place to rest and relax. The master bedroom is filled with ambient sunlight and 

offers and spectacular view of Lake Sue. The indoor/outdoor relationship is exhibited seamlessly with the aluminum thermally 

controlled sliding glass doors by LaCANTINA DOORS. And the morning bar caters to the homeowner with a perfect blend of luxury 

and convenience.

Eaton
OUTLETS

SharkBite 
PLUMBING

MASTER SUITE

Kohler
SINKS AND FAUCETS 

Wellborn
CABINETS
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LG Solar 
SOLAR PANELS

E2 Homes incorporated the LG NeON® 
solar panels to help achieve a Net-Zero 
rating. When the solar panels produce 
more electricity than necessary, the 
excess energy goes toward charging 
the battery.

LG 
HVAC

LG brings stylized comfort to The  
New American Remodel 2021 through 
innovative HVAC technology. LG delivers 
energy efficient cooling and heating 
zoned-comfort solutions. LG indoor  
and outdoor units provide sleek and 
stylish design for this innovative  
exhibition home. 

Fi-Foil 
INSULATION 

The M-Shield™ wall insulation not only 
reduces the chances of structural damage to 
the property, but it also works as a method 
to preserve indoor air quality. The two layers, 
aluminum foil and synthetic polymer material, 
helps to reduce radiant heat transfer  
resulting in R-values that range from 4.1-5.1 
for a comfortable, energy efficient space.

EFFICIENT MEANS & METHODS
The Home Energy Rating System (HERS) Index is the nationally recognized industry standard by which a home’s energy efficiency 
is measured. The oribinal property displayed 147 on the index, which is 47% less-efficient than the average new code-built home. 
After renovations were completed, The New American Remodel 2021 registers a -11 on the index.

In fact, the home produces an average of 8% more energy than it consumes. The windows and sliding glass doors from JELD-WEN 
and LaCANTINA, respectively, enhance energy efficiency and provide an element of natural lighting throughout. The skylights allow 
for more solar heat to enter the space, while the high-performance insulation material reduces heat loss with a low U-value of 1.2. 

Eaton 
LOADCENTER

The CH Plug-on Neutral  
Loadcenter contains Neutral  
AF and GF Circuit Breakers to help  
prevent home fires and electric shock.

Jeld-Wen 
WINDOWS

LaCANTINA 
DOORS

SharkBite  
PLUMBING SOLUTIONS

The EvoPEX plumbing  
system is designed to improve  
installation efficiency and minimize  
the risk of install errors by eliminating 
the need for special tools.
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Energy Efficiency and Innovation 
As one of the NAHB’s official show homes, The New American Remodel® 
(TNAR) 2021 is a symbol of energy efficiency and innovation. The home 
exhibits cutting-edge products from manufacturers all over the world. TNAR 
2021 has exceeded the requirements for certification of the National Green 
Building Standard™ Emerald level. Its energy-efficient features can be used 
in other warm-climate homes at various price points and still achieve similar 
energy savings. 

The home has achieved the EPA ENERGY STAR® certification as well as the 
Indoor airPLUS certification and DOE Zero Energy Ready Home certification. 
Two Trails, Inc. worked closely with E2 Homes to ensure energy efficiency and 
innovation in TNAR 2021. Pre-remodel, the home had a HERS Index rating of 
147, which is 47% less-efficient than the average new code-built home. After 
the remodel, The New American Remodel 2021 will achieve an extremely high 
level of energy efficiency with a HERS Index rating of -11.

The home will incorporate, high-efficiency LG solar panels to power its electri-
cal systems, which is projected to provide 100% of the annual electric energy 
needs for the home!

Water Efficiency Features 
In addition to energy savings, this home is designed to achieve an approximate 
52% reduction in water use from its pre-remodel levels. This remarkable  
water use reduction is made possible using low-flow water fixtures and a 
high-efficiency irrigation system. Water saving features include:

• Kohler low-flow, EPA WaterSense certified, 1.2 GPM l 
avatory faucets and 1.28 GPF toilets

• Natural, indigenous landscaping, with a minimum of turf 
grass reduces landscaping watering requirements

• High-efficiency micro spray, driplines and irrigation  
controller contributed to the outdoor water use reduction

Indoor Environmental Quality Features 
The New American Remodeled Home 2021 incorporated  
innovative strategies, creating an indoor environmental  
quality that enhance the lives of home owners, protects  
occupants’ health, and improves quality of life. Indoor  
Environmental Quality strategies include:

• Low-VOC paints and finishes and low-VOC interior  
adhesives and sealants

• MERV 13 space conditioning air filters

• HVAC ducts sealed during construction to prevent pollutants 
from construction activities from entering the system

• Whole Building ventilation system configured to allow the 
correct amount of fresh air into the home

• Eco-Friendly cabinets – Formaldehyde free and material 
certified by the Forest Stewardship Council

• Eco-Friendly flooring – Carpet and Rug Institute’s Green 
Label certified flooring products

Systems Engineering Approach 
The systems-engineering approach unites segments of the 
building industry that have previously worked independently 

of one another. The concept is simple: systems-engineering 
can make America’s homes cost effective to build or retrofit and 
energy efficient to live in. Energy consumption of new houses 
can be reduced by as much as 40% with little or no impact on 
the cost of construction. Similar performance can be achieved 
in existing homes.

To reach this goal, the E2 Homes team is working with their 
building suppliers to produce a home that incorporates energy 
and material saving strategies from design through construction. 
First, the team analyzed and selected cost-effective strategies 
for improving home performance. Next, the team evaluated 
design, business, and construction practices within individual 
partnerships to identify cost savings. Cost savings could then be 
reinvested to improve energy performance and product quality. 
For example, a design that incorporates new techniques for 
tightening the building envelope E2 Homes to install smaller, 
less expensive heating and cooling systems.

Understanding the interaction between each component in 
the home is paramount to the systems-engineering approach. 
Throughout design and construction, the relationship between 
building site, envelope, mechanical systems, and other factors 
is carefully considered. Recognizing that features of one 
component can dramatically affect the performance of others 
enables the E2 Homes building team to engineer energy-saving 
strategies at little or no extra cost.

Certifications

• EPA ENERGY STAR® for Homes

• DOE’s Zero Energy Ready Home

• EPA’s Indoor airPLUS

• NGBS Emerald Level Status

PERFORMANCE

Two Trails worked closely with E2 Homes to ensure 
energy efficiency and innovation in The New American 
Remodel. During pre-remodel testing, the HERS Index 
was calculated as 147, which is 47% less-efficient than 
the average new code-built home. With the solar array 
the HERS Index is -11, setting the record for the largest 
improvement of efficiency in program history!
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Overview 
The New American Remodel 2021 features streamlined 
smart home technology designed to seamlessly integrate 
the functionality of the home. Products from Eaton, Kohler, 
Lutron and others allow the home to achieve a level of 
integration that makes setting up, using, and maintaining 
the home both simple and user-friendly. 

Lighting Solutions 
Eaton’s Wi-Fi smart switches, receptacles, and dimmers are 
simple to setup and equip the home with an energy-efficient 
and user-friendly lighting system. Lights throughout the 
home can be scheduled to turn on and off, and dim to 
suit the occupant. Switches in the home can be integrated 
with any smart device, making it easy to adjust lighting 
using voice commands, or a mobile device. Eaton’s lighting 
solution makes it convenient to regulate energy usage and 
control the mood of the home through lighting. 

Climate Control Solutions 
The New American Remodel utilizes an LG Variable Refrigerant 
Flow (VRF) air conditioning system where a closed refrigerant 
circuit connects one outdoor unit to many indoor units. VRF 
is an efficient way to condition any space, providing improved 
humidity control, individual set points per indoor unit and 
a very quiet experience for the occupants. LG and Onezone 

VRF have partnered to provide a seamless integrated solution 
that allows for additional zoning flexibility, utilizing smart 
damper technology to give individual comfort control in 
different spaces. This system can be controlled remotely via 
Wifi or any smart home device. 

Motorized Shades  
The shading systems diffuse light and provide privacy for the 
occupants. Shading systems also protect furniture, fine art, 
rugs, and even wood surfaces from the sun’s damaging UV 
rays. Automated operation will allow maximized views during 
the day and privacy at night. The innovative, motorized 
screens from Phantom Screens add a contemporary flare to 
the interior and exterior of the home. This solar mesh material 
increases privacy while protecting the indoor environment 
from UV rays in a controlled space.

LG OLED TV’s 
The home’s innovative technology products feature LG OLED 
TVs. The LG 77” Signature AI ThinQ OLED TV, mounted on a 
sheet of glass in the family room, appears to float in midair. 
Measuring less than one-quarter-inch thick, this television is 
one of the thinnest on the market today. With no motion blur, 
near perfect viewing angles, and very low energy use, the LG 
TV leads the industry in OLED technology. 

TECHNOLOGY

Clopay 
GARAGE DOORS

The Avante Garage Door displays  
a unique appearance is fitted with 
tempered glass panels that allow natural 
lighting to fill the space during the day. 
With an emphasis on privacy, Clopay offers 
glass options based on light transmission 
and obscurity.

Liftmaster 
GARAGE DOOR OPENER

The new Secure View™ 85503  
offers a variety of benefits for the  
homeowner. This model works seamlessly 
with the myQ® App, providing the owner the 
ability to see and control the garage remotely.
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 HVAC & ELECTRICAL

LG HVAC HOME COMFORT  
LG_Vertical AHU 

ARNU123NJA4, ARNU183NJA4, ARNU303NJA4, ARNU363NJA4

LG Vertical Air Handling Units (VAHUs) provide a ducted solution for those residential and light commercial applications  

looking to take advantage of inverter technology. LG VAHUs can be installed vertically or horizontally-left affording  

contractors flexible installation options for a variety of projects.

LG HVAC HOME COMFORT 
LG_Multi V™ S Heat Recovery and LG_Multi V™ S Heat Pump 

ARUB060GSS4 

The LG Multi V™ S Heat Recovery Unit (HRU) has a number of design features that directly translate to lower first and operating 

costs. The HRU features bottom access which enables the installation space requirements to be drastically reduced and 

makes service access is easier. In addition, the refrigerant inputs have been aligned vertically granting greater ease of installation 

and system design flexibility. The LG Multi V™ S Heat Pump operates efficiently and quietly ensuring user comfort. Ranging 

from a 2 to 5-ton heat pump, the Multi V S Heat Pump provides design flexibility in a compact footprint.

LG HVAC HOME COMFORT  
LG_MultiSITE CRC1 Remote Controller 

PREMTBVC0

The LG MultiSITE CRC1 Remote Controller is designed for use with LG’s highly efficient VRF home solutions. Comfort setpoints 

are easily adjusted to ensure room-by-room comfort, and the CRC offers optional wireless Zigbee sensors. With a customizable 

home touch screen and intuitive interface, the remote controller is designed to meet customer application needs. 
 

® ®

Flexible Gas Piping by OmegaFlex

BRONZE

GOLD

PLATINUM

SILVER

WOULD LIKE TO THANK THEIR PARTNERS

EATON
CH Plug-on Neutral Loadcenter 
CHP30B125R, CHP30B125R, CHP08B200RF

Eaton’s CH Plug-on Neutral Loadcenter offers advanced features designed to help you improve safety and ease of  

installation, and reduce your installation time while offering a more professional look and feel.    

EATON
Complete Home Surge Protection 
CHSPT2ULTRA 

Eaton’s complete home surge protection helps protect home electronics from the damaging effects of electrical surges.  

They provide premium surge protection for AC power and cable at the point of entrance to the home. Eaton’s complete 

home surge products are code-compliant with the latest NEC 2020 requirements for dwelling units. 
 

EATON
Wi-Fi Smart Devices 
WFD30, WACD, WFSW15, WFTRCR15 

Eaton’s broad selection of Wi-Fi smart devices offer reliability with unbeatable ease of setup. The smart switches, receptacles 

and dimmers sets up quickly and easily with the Amazon Alexa App – no hubs or controllers are necessary. You can even add 

voice-control using an Amazon Alexa device. 
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INSULATION & SOLAR

LG SOLAR
NeON(R) R  
LG385Q1C-V5 

Enhanced Performance Warranty, High Power Output, Roof Aesthetics 

FI-FOIL COMPANY
FLEXFOAM 

Flex Foam is a continuous insulation solution that reduces radiant heat transfer for superior performance and a better  

alternative to traditional foam board, especially in hot-humid climates. Perforated to allow vapor transmission and coated for 

long term performance and corrosion resistance, Flex Foam’s Low-e aluminum reinforced facing reduces up to 95% of radiant 

heat transfer. An effective continuous insulation that works to reduce thermal bridging to keep homes cooler in the summer 

and warmer in the winter for greater efficiency and comfort. Used alone for R1.6 or as part of a hybrid system with ¾”  

enclosed air space including reflective insulation companion products AA2 or M-Shield to gain a total R5.7 for the assembly. 

FI-FOIL COMPANY
Fi-Foil offers advanced reflective insulation systems and radiant barrier products. ASTM tested, third-party verified  

performance and a commitment to sustainability. 

FI-FOIL COMPANY
M-SHIELD 

Fi-Foil M-Shield is an insulation solution for mold & mildew sensitive projects. An Industry leading paperless masonry wall 

insulation, M-Shield contains no cellulose eliminating the food source for mold growth. Learn why more architects and  

builders are using M-Shield to improve air quality and performance. 

LG SOLAR
LG Solar / NeON(R) R ACe  
LG380A1C-V5 

LG Solar / NeON(R) 2 ACe 
LG365M1C-N5 

Fast & Convenient Installation, High Performance, Smart Monitoring and Remote Servicing, 25-year Warranty 
 

LG SOLAR
LG Solar / NeON(R) 2 Black  
LG345N1K-L5   

High Power Output and Lasting Quality, Backed by a Trusted Global Brand 
 

GAS & PLUMBING SOLUTIONS

SHARKBITE PLUMBING SOLUTIONS
SharkBite PEX Pipe 

SharkBite PEX pipe is a cross-linked polyethylene pipe for residential and commercial plumbing systems. It has the flexibility 

to bend around corners, reducing the number of connectiton points needed, saves installation time and is freeze resistant 

since the pipe can expand and contract as water freezes and thaws within the pipe. 

OMEGA FLEX INC. 
Natural Gas and Propane Installations 

CounterStrike® CSST introduced to the market in 2004 is used for natural gas and propane installations. Over  

150 million feet of CounterStrike® has been installed in residential as well as commercial and industrial buildings. 

SHARKBITE PLUMBING SOLUTIONS
SharkBite EvoPEX fittings 

The EvoPEX plumbing system enables installers to plumb without needing special tools, soldering, crimping or glue.  

As a result, efficiencies are increased and the risk of installation errors is minimized.  The fitting’s visual green indicator  

also provides assurance the pipe seal has been permanently engaged and the connection is sound. 

OMEGA FLEX INC. 
CounterStrike CSST - FGP-CS-size 

There are no additional bonding requirements for CounterStrike® CSST imposed by the manufacture’s installation 

 instructions. Lays straighter and pulls easier, dramatically decreasing installation times. Unlike competitive brands,  

CounterStrike® is non-annealed making it more crush resistant, and easier to cut. 

SHARKBITE PLUMBING SOLUTIONS
SharkBite Valves 

SharkBite manufactures a range of valves for almost any application, including ball valves, pressure regulating valves,  

thermostatic mixing valves, check valves, washing machine valves and outdoor hose valves. The push-to-connect  

design makes them quick and easy to install, as well as compatible with PEX, copper, CPVC, PE-RT and HDPE pipe. 
 

SHARKBITE PLUMBING SOLUTIONS
SharkBite Water Heater Accessories 

SharkBite’s range of water heater products make completing any job easier with clean, leak-free connections, regardless of the 

space. Our products also support new construction efforts with water heater fittings and hoses compatible with PEX, copper, 

CPVC and PE-RT pipe. 
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 COUNTERTOPS & WINE RACKSAPPLIANCES

SIGNATURE KITCHEN SUITE
30-Inch Double Wall Oven 

Meet the ideal complement to our rangetops. The innovative power of Steam-Combi provides everything you need to enjoy 

sous vide cooking - all with the capacity you need for a big meal. Plus steam’s atomized water traps odors to ensure there’s 

no flavor transfer throughout the oven during multi-rack cooking. 

SIGNATURE KITCHEN SUITE
Microwave Oven Drawer 

With an interior cavity of 1.2 cubic feet, our microwave drawer delivers the space you need for your favorite casserole dishes 

– plus it’s tall enough to reheat your 20-ounce latte. Plus, the smooth action of our Easy Touch Automatic Drawer system cuts 

down on spills. 

SIGNATURE KITCHEN SUITE
30-Inch Integrated Column Freezer 

With our 30-inch Integrated Column Freezer, precise temperature control is the key to keeping your meats, homemade soups, 

ice cream and more, fresh and free of ice crystals. As an added bonus, at 17.8 cubic feet, the unsurpassed capacity offers the 

opportunity to store as much food as you want. 

SIGNATURE KITCHEN SUITE
18-Inch Integrated Column Wine Refrigerator

Designed to provide a cave-like environment for precise wine preservation, our 18-inch wine refrigerator protects wine from 

the four damaging elements of vibration, light, and variations in temperature and humidity. Thanks to it WiFi capabilities, this 

71-bottle capacity wine column can help manage your collection through our Signature Sommelier App.

LG HAUSYS
Carbo 

Carbo is a beautiful tinted black with long diagonal light grey veins running across, taking inspiration from Soapstone.  

Carbo was perfectly paired with Viatera’s new brushed finish, imparting a soft texture to the slab.

LG HAUSYS
Viatera® Quartz Surface 

Viatera® Quartz Surface by LG Hausys is designed and created around the idea that a countertop is where life’s moments 

happen.

LG HAUSYS
Lumina 

Lumina is a long veined white design with warm grey and golden veins. Spider webbing between the veins capturing the 

realism of natural stone. Lumina’s beauty is ageless.

LG HAUSYS
Arion 

Arion is a cool grey with short and long white veins. Arion is full of depth and dimension, capturing the translucency seen in 

natural stone.

LG HAUSYS
Ribera 

Ribera is a soft blue grey design with short and long white veins. This unique look pairs perfectly with almost everything from 

walnut to oak and cream to tinted black. Ribera’s serene color emulates the calm sea

SIGNATURE KITCHEN SUITE
30-Inch Integrated Column Refrigerator 

With the largest capacity in its class, this 30-inch Column Refrigerator has 18.0 cubic feet of capacity – enough room for a 

commercial catering sheet with the door closed. And you can easily pair it with any number of refrigerator, freezer, or wine 

columns to create your own customized preservation center. 

SIGNATURE KITCHEN SUITE
Powersteam™ Panel-Ready Dishwasher 

Designed to disappear into your kitchen’s design, our Panel-Ready Dishwasher features a paneled door engineered to safely 

slide away as you open it, allowing you to mount the dishwasher at any height while keeping it hidden behind the panel. And 

at 44 dBA, it’s so quiet you’ll barely know it’s on. 
 

SIGNATURE KITCHEN SUITE
Countertop Microwave Oven 

With a large 2.0 cubic feet capacity, a Smart Inverter for even cooking and defrosting, and an EasyClean® interior, the  

Signature Kitchen Suite Countertop Microwave Oven has the features you need and the extras you want for any style kitchen. 
 

SIGNATURE KITCHEN SUITE
36-Inch Flex Induction Cooktop

Featuring 4 inductors within each zone providing up to 3,700 watts of power, our Flex Induction Cooktop delivers the power 

you need for most daily cooking. The 11-inch dual-center element delivers the next level with 7,000 watts of power, making it 

the industry’s most powerful center induction element. 
 

VINTAGEVIEW WINE STORAGE SYSTEMS
Case & Crate

The Case & Crate line of Bins and Lockers provides design professionals a beautiful option to create storage by the caseload. 

Offered in open Bins or secure Lockers, Case & Crate products are available in two sizes that can connect vertically or to the 

side to reach any custom wine cellar space requirement. Easy to assemble. Available in Matte Black finish. 

VINTAGEVIEW WINE STORAGE SYSTEMS
W Series 

Trusted by interior design and building professionals since 2001, its stylish design emphasizes the wine bottles. With unique 

heights, bottles depths, and framing systems, it is perfect for any custom wine room. Available in five finishes. 

VINTAGEVIEW WINE STORAGE SYSTEMS
Evolution Wine Wall 

The Evolution Wine Wall Post, featured in The New American Remodel, creates an industrial chic architectural feature in  

residential wine rooms. Off-the-wall mounting provides a versatile design enhancement to build room dividers, install wine 

racks against glass, and help install racking in front 
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CABINETS

WELLBORN CABINET, INC.
Pot and Pan Base Pullout 
Series: Premier Series

This pot and pan base cabinet pullout allows for easy organization of large items. Gone are the days of needing to adjust 

shelves to reach hidden items. With its solid wood and dovetail construction this pot and pan pullout moves as one unit and 

brings itesm to you. 

WELLBORN CABINET, INC.
Vanity Sink Pullout Organizer 
Series: Premier Series 

descriptionThe vanity sink pullout organizer is guaranteed to thrill makeup enthusiasts with its plastic bins and wooden  

compartment for hair styling tools. Next to this pullout is a vanity sink wastebasket pullout which houses a small trash bin,  

so cotton balls will have a place to go.

WELLBORN CABINET, INC.
Interior cabinet lighting 
Series: Premier Series

Interior cabinet lighting is a must for utensil and drinkware storage. Offering increased visibility, our LED interior strip lighting 

illuminates automatically when the cabinet is opened. Upon closing this wood organizer drawer, the interior lighting turns off. 

WELLBORN CABINET, INC.
WHOLE HOME CABINETRY 

Our Aspire Cabinetry is a full access frameless brand that includes wood, decorative laminate textured veneers and  

high and matt gloss acrylic doors supporting an increasing trend of modern design. 

WELLBORN CABINET, INC.
Touch to Open 
Series: Aspire  

Touch to Open, Touch to Close. Our automated door system allows for easy opening and closing of large cabinet doors. 

The vertical path a Touch to Open, Touch to Close cabinet door takes offers a reduced footprint,which works well in smaller 

spaces. A bottom-corner sensor closes the cabinet door. 
 

WELLBORN CABINET, INC.
Base Cabinet with Hidden Drawer 
Series: Aspire

This base cabinet with hidden drawer offers the clean line design of a two-drawer stack cabinet, with the functionality of a 

three-drawer stack. The hidden drawer offers a convenient location for cooking and serving within an easy reach. The superior 

metal drawer option is only available in Aspire Cabinetry. 

WELLBORN CABINET, INC.
Corner Drawer Base 
Series: Premier Series

Corner Drawer Base cabinets offer increased depth that varies with each combination of drawer stack. Available in a  

two-drawer, three-drawer, and four-drawer stack this corner drawer base makes perfect use of traditionally wasted space.  

Corner Drawer Base cabinets come with full extension slides and dovetail joinery. 

KITCHEN & BATH PLUMBING

KOHLER
Hydrorail  
76471-G-CP 

HydroRail can help transform existing showers without having to go behind the wall to reroute plumbing or change valves. 

The column mounts to existing plumbing, with only the old showerarm needing to be removed. 

KOHLER
Modernlife Wall-Mount Bathroom Sink  
77767-1-0 

When working with preexisting floor plans, space and fixture placement can often be limited. Kohler’s ModernLife suite of 

products are ideal for small spaces, adding sleek, compact style. 

KOHLER
Eir Intelligent Toilet  
77795-0 

Kohler’s Eir Intelligent Toilet affords builders the ability to not only match trim to all bathroom fixtures but also provides  

several innovative features, such as heated seats, touchless close and LED lighting. 

KOHLER
As the recognized industry leader and best-known brand name in kitchen and bath,  

Kohler leads the way in design, craftsmanship and innovation. 

KOHLER
Jute Bathroom Vanity  
99544-1WU

Easy to install and tailored for several design aesthetics, Kohler vanities complete the look of any bathroom. The Jute  

Bathroom Vanity combines the warmth of wood - available in three colors - with a sleek wall-hung installation for a fun  

play on mid-century modern design. 
 

LG LAUNDRY APPLIANCES 
LG Signature TurboWash Series and LG Styler 
WM9500HKA w/ Pedestal WD205CK   |   S5MSB

These washers and dryers combine mega capacity with LG SmartThinQ® technology so you can get more 

done, faster, plus control key features from your smartphone. Upgrade the laundry with the LG Styler.   

TrueSteam® Reduces Odors That Cling to Fabrics and Refreshes Between Trips to the Cleaners. Works  

on More Than 15 Types of Fabrics So You Can Keep Wool, Sequins, & Home Linens Fresh. 
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WINDOWS & DOORS

JELD-WEN WINDOWS & DOORS
Madison® Flat Panel 

Durable and attractive, JELD-WEN® molded composite interior doors are designed to resist shrinking, swelling, cracking,  

and separation. An on-trend selection of paint/stain colors and hardware types and finishes help builders and homeowners 

make the statement they want. Upgrade to a solid core to reduce sound transmission and meet fire ratings. 

JELD-WEN WINDOWS & DOORS
Siteline® Clad-Wood Window 

JELD-WEN® Siteline® clad-wood windows deliver high performance and design flexibility, combining the superior  

protection of AuraLast® pine with a streamlined appearance that beautifully complements architectural styles from  

historical to contemporary. Siteline windows and patio doors are backed by a 20-Year Limited Warranty, plus a  

Limited Lifetime Warranty on AuraLast® pine.

JELD-WEN WINDOWS & DOORS
Custom™ Wood Clad Door 

JELD-WEN® Custom™ Wood aluminum-clad doors balance artistry with reliability. Featuring the superior protection of  

AuraLast® pine and a variety of energy-efficient glass options, these doors also offer a wide range of aesthetic choices:  

on-trend cladding colors, thoughtfully curated interior paint and stain options, and JELD-WEN-exclusive handle sets. 

LACANTINA DOORS
Aluminum Thermally Controlled  Sliding Door 

LaCANTINA™ has created a new class of multi slide door by combining the performance, strength, and symmetry of a  

high-end lift & slide door system and the functionality and value of a multi slide. LaCANTINA multi slide systems provide  

optimal aesthetics and performance. 
 

LACANTINA DOORS
Aluminum Thermally Controlled Folding Door 

Using the highest quality rolling hardware and robust panel and frame designs, LaCANTINA™ folding door systems provide 

smooth and effortless operation. With the ability to span any size opening, multiple configurations, and options to meet the 

demands of any project, a LaCANTINA™ folding door system is the right choice. 

STONEWORK

ENVIRONMENTAL STONEWORKS
Grezzo San Domino Grande  
GA20599 

Grezzo panels, with their delicate texture and color palette, allow builders to become artists by combining assorted sizes 

of the individual pieces to create customizable, unique patterns. Builders can mix and match any or all our 5 sizes, or view 

StoneWorks suggestions for design flare. 

ENVIRONMENTAL STONEWORKS
Prairie Stone Osceola 
Ga100470 

Prairie Stone Panels have been a Builder favorite of the Environmental StoneWorks Modern line. Frank Lloyd Wright’s aesthetic 

inspired the long and linear look of Prairie Stone, to add clean texture to interiors and exteriors. This stone veneer siding is 

available across Environmental StoneWorks facilities nationwide for manufacturing and installation. 

ENVIRONMENTAL STONEWORKS
Ripiano Eclipse 
Ga20565 

Ripiano offers a fresh look to ledgestone for builders, incorporating smaller, thinner pieces into a modular panel with a unique 

stair-edged profile designed to hide seams. Bring to life any interior or exterior with trained craftsmen from Environmental 

StoneWorks, a company with over 40 years of experience.

ENVIRONMENTAL STONEWORKS
Clean Brick Antique Red 
GA100437

Environmental StoneWorks Thin Brick gives builders a variety of colors and worry-free installation. No costly brick ledge or 

added foundation needed, and no need to hire a brick mason. Experience the same quality and workmanship builders have 

come to appreciate with Environmental StoneWorks. 

PHANTOM SCREENS
Phantom Motorized Retractable Screens with Cable Guides 

Phantom motorized retractable solar shades help manage daylight, limit UV exposure, and are 7X more effective at reducing 

solar heat gain than interior shades, saving energy and cost.  The shades remain concealed out-of-sight until needed. The 

subtle cable guides are self-tensioning to keep the screens in place in windy conditions. 

PHANTOM SCREENS
Phantom Motorized Retractable Screens with Side Tracks 

Phantom motorized retractable screens can open up or enclose covered outdoor spaces, at the touch of a button or  

automatically with environmental sensors and home automation integration.  Concealed out-of-sight until needed, these 

screens provide fresh air without insects, solar shading, privacy, and temperature control – creating comfortable all-season  

outdoor spaces. 
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OUTDOOR LIVING

STRUXURE OUTDOOR
TRAX 

The TraX™ system was designed to hold the components and wiring for accessories like screens and lighting, safely separating 

wires within the TraX™ channels. This makes accessory installation a breeze, either when first purchasing a Pergola X, or later. 

And it will appear that the accessories were there all along. 

STRUXURE OUTDOOR
PIVOT 6 

The Pivot 6 is a favorite among homeowners. Made of extruded aluminum, in a variety of popular colors that match today’s 

homes, and the ability to configure the louvers around any façade shape or size, it’s no surprise that StruXure’s Pergola X is 

the #1 luxury pergola in the industry. 

STRUXURE OUTDOOR
PIVOT 6 SLIDE 

Our design team never stops innovating, leading to products like the Pivot 6 Slide that provides a driving-with-the-sunroof-open 

feeling. From design to engineering, from permitting to installation, StruXure has builders covered. Our expansive dealer  

network allows us to take on any project, any size, anywhere.  

STRUXURE OUTDOOR
CABANA X 

The Cabana X is a portable, next generation shade structure, with pivoting louvers and smart accessories. Whether setting it 

up in the backyard, or taking it on an adventure, the Cabana X will transform any outdoor experience. It’s an outdoor furnishing 

that moves with you—no permits required.  
 

DANVER STAINLESS OUTDOOR KITCHENS
Easy On-Site Installation 

Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens offers unique products for multifamily developments including storage-free solutions and 

ADA-compliant cabinetry available in a wide selection of powder coat finishes (including realistic wood grains), easy on-site 

installation, compatibility with grill and other outdoor kitchen appliances – all manufactured-to-order in the USA. 
 

DANVER STAINLESS OUTDOOR KITCHENS
Outdoor Entertainment Space 

Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens offers the advantage of design flexibility similar to a semi-custom indoor wood line,  

including wall cabinets.  Available in a wide selection of powder coat finishes, easy on-site installation, compatibility with  

grill and other outdoor kitchen appliances – all manufactured-to-order in the USA. 

GARAGE

CLOPAY
Canyon Ridge Modern Fullview 

Canyon Ridge Modern garage doors are constructed in a durable, low-maintenance composite material that resists rot and 

weathering. An energy-efficient, polyurethane foam insulated steel core provides an 18.4 R-value. Available in horizontal plank, 

metal inlay, and full-view designs Choose from Clear Cypress or Mahogany cladding factory-primed, painted or stained. 

CLOPAY
Canyon Ridge Modern Slate with Metal Inlay 

Canyon Ridge Modern garage doors are constructed in a durable, low-maintenance composite material that resists rot and 

weathering. An energy-efficient, polyurethane foam insulated steel core provides an 18.4 R-value. Available in horizontal 

plank, metal inlay, and full-view designs Choose from Clear Cypress or Mahogany cladding primed, painted or stained. 

CLOPAY
Canyon Ridge Modern Metal Inlay 

Canyon Ridge Modern garage doors are constructed in a durable, low-maintenance composite material that resists rot and 

weathering. An energy-efficient, polyurethane foam insulated steel core provides an 18.4 R-value. Available in horizontal 

plank, metal inlay, and full-view designs Choose from Clear Cypress or Mahogany cladding primed, painted or stained. 

LIFTMASTER®

LiftMaster® Secure View™ DC Battery Backup Belt Drive Wi-Fi® Garage Door Opener  
LiftMaster® 85503 

The new LiftMaster Secure ViewTM 85503 offers more than most garage door openers: it can be your homebuyers’ eyes and 

ears. It keeps them connected to what’s happening at home when they’re not there. It’s the first-ever garage door opener 

with a built-in wide-angle 1080p camera and 2-way communication powered by myQ® smart technology. 
 

LIFTMASTER®

LiftMaster® DC Battery Backup Wall Mount Wi-Fi® Garage Door Opener  
LiftMaster® 8500W 

The ultimate garage access solution, the LiftMaster 8500W is the most advanced residential garage door opener.  Wall mount 

design optimizes garage ceiling space overhead, opening up possibilities to what your garage can become. Powerful, yet quiet, 

the wall mount also reduces noise and vibration to adjoining living spaces.  Integrated Battery Backup allows you to open/close 

your door even when the power is out. Built-in Wi-Fi® allows for smartphone control with the myQ® App.  Enables secure 

in-garage delivery for Amazon Prime packages (available in select areas).

LIFTMASTER®

LiftMaster® High Capacity Connected Access Portal  
LiftMaster® CAPXL 

Cloud-based access control for residential communities.  Intuitive interface with HD color touch display for superior resident/

guest usability. Remote programming & real-time activity monitoring using myQ® Business™. Cloud-based security keeps data 

protected and safeguards resident information. Voice over IP (VoIP) provides crystal-clear call quality. 
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